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Abstrat Roboti reonnaissane and searh and resue are daunting tasks, espe-ially in unknown and dynami environments. The Sout is a robotiplatform that is robust and exible to operate in adverse and hang-ing situations without revealing itself or disturbing the environment.The Sout an omplete these missions by utilizing its small form fa-tor for e�etive deployment, plaement, and onealment while beingequipped with a variety of sensors to aommodate di�erent objetives.Unfortunately, the Sout has a limited volume to share among power,loomotion, sensors, and ommuniations. Several novel approahesaddressing de�ienies in spei� tasks have been implemented in spe-ialized Souts and will be disussed in this paper. By building a diverseteam of speialized Souts, the team's strengths outweigh an individualweakness.
1. IntrodutionA robot platform that is designed for overt surveillane and reon-naissane will enounter a variety of obstales in whih a single robot orsingle type of robot may not be able to aomplish the objetive of themission within the parameters of the mission. These obstales an takethe form of limited passageways, non-traversable surfaes, limitations intime to omplete a task, or operating in adverse or dynami environ-ments. Larger robots, whih may be able to adapt to other situations
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and arry large payloads, are unable to easily oneal themselves in manyenvironments nor is it possible for them to traverse small passageways.One method of dealing with these is to develop a team of speializedsmall sale robots that an distribute a task rather than relying on asingle larger robot.Unfortunately, as the robots are made smaller, there is less roomon-board to aommodate di�erent environments or additional sensors.The Sout robot, developed at the University of Minnesota's Center forDistributed Robotis has been designed so that a team of speializedSouts an work together to aomplish the tasks of semi-autonomoussurveillane, reonnaissane, or searh and resue. This paper presents areonnaissane senario that utilizes the strengths of the members of theteam to aomplish what no single member of the team would be ableto. The speializations of the team involve hanging both the loomotionmethods of the Sout as well as the addition or replaement of hardwareto improve the sensor apabilities of the Sout. This is followed by alook at some related work and �nishes with a look at what an be doneto further improve the Sout.2. A Sample Reonnaissane MissionThe Sout robot was initially designed to be launhed into a build-ing to perform reonnaissane so that approahing individuals will knowwhether the building was oupied or ould be onsidered safe. This ob-jetive expanded into a reonnaissane task whih onsisted of searhinga ollapsed or damaged building to �nd survivors rather than risk thelives of human resuers or resue dogs.The traditional Sout robot, urrently in its seond generation is asmall two-wheeled ylindrial robot, 40 mm in diameter and 110 mm inlength. Shown in Figure 1, the Sout is apable of moving on relativelyeven surfaes on its wheels at approximately 0.31 m/s or hopping overobstales through the use of its spring foot. The general Sout platformontains a variety of sensors inluding a blak and white video amera,aelerometers, tiltometers, and wheel enoders. For more informationon the general Sout platform, one may see Hougen et al., 2000.The general Sout fares well in searh and resue senarios in whihthere are few obstales and relatively even terrain suh as an oÆe build-ing that may not have muh strutural damage. However, the low groundlearane of the Sout, approximately 3.2 mm, results in diÆulty whenrossing ommon oÆe objets whih may be on the oor suh as ordsor even pens and penils. In situations in whih the Sout is inhibited
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Figure 1. The Sout robot shown next to a CD for sale.
from forward rolling movement, the use of the spring foot enables it tohop in an ar over obstales approximately 22 m in height.2.1 Debris Covered SurfaesThe typial Sout traverses at surfaes and an overome some smallamounts of debris through its hopping mehanisms. However, a surfaethat is overed with debris an stop a traditional Sout in its traks. TheAtuating Wheel Sout has the apability of re-sizing the diameter ofits wheels dynamially in the �eld whih allow it to inrease the groundlearane from the approximate 3.2 mm of the normal Sout to approx-imately 41.3 mm. This additional ground learane allows the Sout toeasily traverse muh larger obstales as seen in Figure 2. The improvedground learane redues the average speed when the wheels are at theirlargest diameter on smooth terrain to .2 m/s from the general Sout's.31 m/s to keep the torque of the smaller wheels.There were several design riteria to be met by the atuated wheelsystem. The ylindrial form fator had to be maintained and the smallsize of the Sout required that no additional motors be added to diretlypower the atuation. The wheels needed to expand to at least twiethe retrated size allowing for improved ground learane. The wheelshad to dynamially adjust to their environment, whih is not possiblewith simple spring fore. Finally, the wheel system needed to be aslightweight as possible yet still retain the strength needed to operate inadverse environments.Of the possible designs, the urrent design has proven to losely maththe spei�ations. The design involves the novel appliation of a lathing



4solenoid to seletively ouple the enter wheel shaft to the body of theSout. The inner side of the wheel is diretly attahed to the drive gearas well as having a bearing over the enter shaft. The other side of thewheel is on a thread that runs along the enter shaft. Thus, the drivemotor is used to power the linear atuator in the wheel whenever thesolenoid is engaged.

Figure 2. The Atuating WheelSout rawling over debris. Figure 3. The Grappling HookSout arries a spring-loaded grapplinghook that it an use to limb large ob-stales.
2.2 Large Obstale NavigationWhen searhing for survivors, rolling and hopping provide exellentforms of loomotion, but there are times when being so low to the groundlimits what the Sout an see, espeially when dealing with large obsta-les suh as desks, toppled �le abinets, or large debris. Rather thantaking the time to drive around these large obstales, the possible use ofthem as a vantage point for further investigation makes them extremelyattrative. Unfortunately, the task of surmounting large obstales is notsomething that a general Sout or one with atuating wheels is apableof, thus the need for the grappling hook Sout.The grappling hook Sout, shown in Figure 3 is designed to providean alternative method for rossing diÆult terrain. With the grapplinghook, a Sout an elevate itself onto a table, hair, bookshelf, or by usingany other large objet as an anhoring point. From its new vantage point,the Sout gains an improved range of vision and the possibility for amore onealed vantage point. Improved height also helps to redue thee�ets of ground signal propagation and results in longer transmission



Design of the UMN Multi-Robot System 5distanes. For further bakground on the grappling hook, one an seeDrenner et al., 2002.2.3 Aerial ReonnaissaneThrough the use of the atuating wheels and grappling hook, theSout has a wide range of terrain that it an suessfully ondut reon-naissane in. However, there are still areas whih an not be overomethrough rolling or limbing. In these situations, the appliation of aSout ontrolled blimp o�ers the advantages of being able to ontrolight through an area with many large obstales, an improved \bird'seye view" vantage point, and possible platform payloads suh as addi-tional lighting for darkened areas.The blimp, shown in Figure 4 is ontrolled through an interfae to theSout. The Sout is apable of turning on and o� as well as reversingthe diretion of a total of three fans. Two forward faing fans are usedfor going forward, reversing, and hanging diretion while a third fan isused to ontrol lift. The blimp an be ontrolled to navigate orridorsor stairwells, or hover in a stationary position for observation.There are tradeo�s for using the blimp. The volume of the blimpis dependent upon the weight of the Sout and any other additionalpayloads that it may arry. The weight of a Sout and basi fans forontrol alls for a blimp with a volume of .4 m3 of helium. This inturn requires that there is a minimum amount of learane for the blimpSout to pass through an area whih determines whether it an make itthrough doors and around orners.

Figure 4. A Sout-ontrolled blimp.The fans that ontrol the blimp's mo-tion are atuated instead of the Sout'sown wheels.
Figure 5. The IR Sout is equppedwith infra-red emitting LEDs whih al-low the Sout's amera to be used inomplete darkness.



62.4 Low Light OperationIn terms of reonnaissane for survivors, a key aspet for ompletingsuh a mission is to be able to funtion in situations where lighting maybe less than ideal. In damaged buildings there may be rooms where thereare no lights, or there may be situations where the site is too remote forimmediate repair of eletrial lines.While originally intended as a method of supplying light while on-ealing the presene of the Sout in surveillane or other types of reon-naissane roles, an attempt to address low light operation requirementshas been to add a pair of infrared (IR) emitters, eah onsisting of 36 IRdiodes and a supplemental external battery pak to a Sout as shown inFigure 5. The extra battery pak requires that stronger, larger wheelsreplae the standard foam ones in addition to the gearing down of thedrive motors. The standard blak and white amera on the Sout isapable of using this additional illumination to navigate in low lightareas.A series of tests onduted using the autonomous behaviors in thesoftware ontrol arhiteture ( Rybski et al., 2001) have shown that theamera urrently in the Sout an be used to identify features with a 2 mradius. An additional bene�t is that these IR emitters make it possiblefor other robots to observe the area of interest as well, thus only a smallsegment of the team will require this enhanement to failitate low orno light operation.2.5 Human Identi�ationOne a robot is in an area where there may be survivors, there are nu-merous ways to detet whether someone is there or not. Audio ues fromsurvivors shouting from help or visual signs of motion an indiate thata survivor is near. However, when a survivor is knoked unonsious,these signs are not as readily available.To improve the hanes of �nding survivors in these situations, ertainSouts have had been equipped with a olor amera whih replaes theirstandard blak and white amera. The olor ameras allow for video tobe sent bak and analyzed for skin tones whih may identify potentialsurvivors.While the olor amera is not that sensitive to the additional illumi-nation o�ered from the IR emitters of the IR Sout, the newer amerasan operate with a lower amount of illumination than the unaided blakand white ones. The new olor ameras also o�er improved resolution.The new ameras do have one drawbak though, in that they onsumemore power than their predeessors.



Design of the UMN Multi-Robot System 73. Related WorkSmall sale robots fae an imposing world whih require them to tra-verse hostile environments, adapt to dynami situations, and interatwith their environments to omplete a variety of tasks. Combining theapabilities to omplete these tasks within the onstraints of the smallform fator results in some rather remarkable roboti platforms.Small robots often fae a more diÆult task when traversing hostileenvironments. Numerous forms of loomotion have been developed forsmall platforms, among them using a single gyrosopially stabilizedwheel ( Brown and Xu, 1997) for rolling, hopping systems for mobilityin rough terrain ( Hale et al., 2000), and self-reon�guring robots suhas Polybot ( Yim et al., 2000) whih is apable of reon�guring itself tomove like a snake, walk as a hexapod, or roll like a wheel.Small sale autonomous ight is an interesting form of loomotionthat has a very useful future. There are numerous larger �xed-wingunmanned aerial vehiles, but few have the ability to navigate indoorsand none seem to be as adaptable as the Entomopter ( Mihelson andReee, 1998). The Entomopter's inset like ight is suitable for ightnot only in military reonnaissane roles, but also allows operation inthinner atmospheres making it ideal for Martian exploration.Sensing the environment is very important for robots of any sale. Interms of urban searh and resue ( Murphy et al., 2000), some of themost important sensors are those related to identifying vitims suh asthermal ameras and sensitive mirophones. Sensors an also monitor forgas leaks or aftershok vibrations whih an aid in the safety of resuers.Several projets have been foused on paking as many sensors intothe smallest pakage possible to omplete a mission. The Millibots( Bererton et al., 2000) are an example where small sale robots areombined with reon�gurable sensor pakages. The mapping and surveil-lane apabilities of the Millibots are enhaned through the use of re-dundant sensors whih address the shortomings of a single sensor.4. Conlusions and Future WorkThe Sout provides a unique and adaptable roboti platform apableof utilizing the diversity of the members of its team to aomplish dif-�ult tasks in non-ideal onditions. Eah Sout is suited for di�erentoperating onditions and teams of Souts an be seleted to handle spe-i� situations depending upon the parameters of the urrent mission.In the example of searhing a building for survivors, the Sout is able totraverse a variety of terrain, yet be small enough to drive through smallholes in the walls without further damaging the surroundings.
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